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Abstract—Twitter sentiment analysis has become widely
popular. However, stable Twitter sentiment classification
performance remains elusive due to several issues: heavy class
imbalance in a multi-class problem, representational richness
issues for sentiment cues, and the use of diverse colloquial
linguistic patterns. These issues are problematic since many
forms of social media analytics rely on accurate underlying
Twitter sentiments. Accordingly, a text analytics framework is
proposed for Twitter sentiment analysis. The framework uses an
elaborate bootstrapping ensemble to quell class imbalance,
sparsity, and representational richness issues. Experiment results
reveal that the proposed approach is more accurate and balanced
in its predictions across sentiment classes, as compared to various
comparison tools and algorithms. Consequently, the
bootstrapping ensemble framework is able to build sentiment
time series that are better able to reflect events eliciting strong
positive and negative sentiments from users. Considering the
importance of Twitter as one of the premiere social media
platforms, the results have important implications for social
media analytics and social intelligence.
Keywords—sentiment analysis; opinion mining; social media
analytics; text mining; machine learning;

I.

INTRODUCTION

The micro blogging site Twitter represents a major platform for
users to express their opinions and share their thoughts.
Although the hackneyed phrase “140 characters or less” still
applies to individual tweets, Twitter has become the
quintessential example of “big data” with a volume and
velocity of user contributions that are only paralleled by the
number of requests for information about tweets. Consider the
following: there are over 1 billion new tweets posted every
three days, and Twitter receives 15 billion API calls per day
(nearly three times more than any other social media platform
or search engine) [1]. The demand for Twitter data is motivated
by a growing body of stakeholders interested in better
understanding what people are tweeting about.
Since the majority of tweets are conversational in nature,
they form a good source for public opinion. As a result of its
large, diverse, and growing user base, Twitter has emerged as
an important source for online opinions and sentiment indexes.
Sentiments polarities can generally be represented as positive,
negative, or neutral [4][29][31]. Indexes are generally averaged
or aggregated sentiment polarity scores. Index time series form
social signals which shed light on user public perceptions

regarding an array of topics. Deriving social signals from
Twitter and related forms of social media are now the focus of
many research studies where analysts are trying to infer public
mood about different social or cultural events [21][32], predict
fluctuations in the stock market [22], or for post-marketing
drug surveillance [9][18][29]. Hence, robust sentiment
classification performance, the ability to differentiate positive,
negative, and neutral sentiments, is essential. However, stable
Twitter sentiment classification performance remains elusive
due to heavy class imbalance in a multi-class problem and
representational richness issues for sentiment cues. These
issues are problematic since many forms of social media
analytics rely on accurate underlying Twitter sentiments.
Accordingly, in this study, we propose a text analytics
framework for Twitter sentiment analysis. The framework uses
an elaborate bootstrapping ensemble to quell class imbalance,
sparsity, and representational richness issues. Experiment
results reveal that the proposed approach is more accurate and
balanced in its predictions across sentiment classes, as
compared to various comparison tools and algorithms.
Consequently, the bootstrapping ensemble framework is able to
build sentiment time series that are better able to reflect events
eliciting strong positive and negative sentiments from users.
Considering the importance of Twitter as one of the premiere
social media platforms, the results have important implications
for social media analytics and social intelligence.
II.

MOTIVATION AND RELATED WORK

Like most social media analytics platforms, Twitter harbors a
lot of noise, including spam, the short colloquial
communication style adopted by users, irrelevant content, and
an abundance of neutral content. This makes Twitter sentiment
analysis a challenging task. Not surprisingly, existing tools fall
short on delivering high performance. Fig. 1 shows examples
of tool performance for seven publicly available tools on two
test beds. The evaluated tools were FRN [4][11],
Sentiment140 [10], SentiStrength [2], a Popular tool (their
terms of use prevented us from citing them), Sntmnt,
ViralHeat and LightSide [26]. These tools were evaluated on
three data sets. The first, Telco, is a dataset consisting of over
5,000 tweets for Telus, a Canadian telecommunications
company. The second, Tech [8], contains over 4,000 tweets
related to technology firms such as Google, Apple, and
Microsoft. The third, Pharma, encompasses over 5,000 tweets
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Fig. 1. Macro Recall of Several Existing Twitter Sentiment
Tools on Two Test Beds

A. Challenges in Twitter Sentiment Analysis
Twitter sentiment analysis offers unique challenges that are the
focus of our research.
•

•

A highly imbalanced multi-class problem. Tweets
tend to be predominantly neutral, with far fewer
expressing positive or negative sentiment. This is in
contrast to certain sentiment analysis domains (e.g.
product reviews), which tend to be predominantly
positive or negative.
Representational richness issues. Diverse linguistic
patterns for sentiment expression, combined with a
140
character
limit,
result
in
linguistic
representational challenges, namely feature sparsity.
Twitter documents (tweets) are short, often with
limited sentiment cues.

These characteristics make Twitter sentiment analysis a
challenging problem. When analyzing several labeled data sets,
we noticed a trend. A large proportion of Tweets were labeled
as neutral, as shown in Fig. 2. This large class imbalance is
problematic since it results in biased representation of instances
in the learning models used to extract features and perform
classification. This in turn translates into low macro recalls (as
shown in Figure 1).
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Fig. 2. Distribution Of Tweets Across Positive, Negative, and Neutral
Sentiment Polarity Classes in Three Twitter Datasets

Unlike formal texts, authors of short informal texts use
colloquial language, creative forms of slang, and evolve their
own symbols or short forms either out of convenience or due to
constraints such as the 140 character limit in Twitter [16][17].
Such factors give rise to diverse speech patterns, resulting in
representational richness issues for Twitter-based text analytics
models rooted in scarcity in feature occurrences for
vernaculars, and sparsity in large feature vectors [28]. Fig. 3
illustrates the problem. The figure shows unigram occurrence
frequency distributions for three product review forum data
sets (RateIt, Edmunds [4], and Rotten Tomatoes [31]) and three
twitter data sets (TechFirms [8], Debate, and TacoBell [6]).
Only 20% of unigrams occur more than twice in the Twitter
data sets, as compared to product reviews, where 35%-45%
occur more than twice. On average, the product reviews
contain 100 or more words per instance, while the tweets
contain roughly 20 words per instance. This results in highly
sparse data matrices for Twitter model training and testing.
60%
55%

Percentage of features frequency > f

containing sentiments pertaining to pharmaceutical drugs. The
bar charts depict macro recall values (i.e., the average of
positive, negative, and neutral recall). From the figure, we
observe that these tools produce low average recalls since their
performance is not balanced across classes. Most have either
high neutral recall (above 70%) and low positive/negative
recall (below 60%), or vice versa (i.e., low recall on neutral
tweets). In either case, unbalanced performance can produce
distorted sentiment indexes. The ineffective performance of
state-of-the-art Twitter sentiment analysis tools is part of the
motivation for the bootstrapping ensemble framework
proposed in this study. The reason these evaluated sentiment
tools fall short of their claimed performance are described in
the following paragraphs, and form the basis for the key
design features of our approach.
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Fig. 3. Frequency Distribution Of Features in Twitter and Forum
Review Data Sets (Top 3 Series are Review Forums)

B. Other Related Work
Many research studies have been performed on Twitter
sentiment analysis. Some have introduced useful linguistic
feature sets, or feature selection criterions [19, 24]. One study
replaced different Twitter tags and URLs to alleviate feature

scarcity [28]. Furthermore, there has been some research into
quality sentiment analysis without the need of gold standard
datasets. This research avenue explores the incorporation of
large corpora of data with “non-verified” labels such as a
smiley face emoticon appearing in the text, which is assumed
to indicate the positive sentiment of the tweet [10, 25]. Some
of the methods also use extra content structures such as user
profile, user behavior, etc. [27]. Previously examined data sets
include presidential debate tweets, discussion of technology
firms [8], discussion of fast-food chains [6], etc. We include
some of these studies as benchmark comparison methods in
our evaluation section. Moreover, we utilize some of these
data sets in our proposed method, which is discussed below.
III.

PROPOSED PARAMETRIC DESIGN

In this section, we discuss our proposed method, the
bootstrapping ensemble framework (BPEF), which includes
provisions intended to address some of the challenges outlined
in the previous section. Fig. 4 presents a diagram of our
proposed approach. At a high-level, the framework can be
described as a multi-layer stack [30]. BPEF is essentially a
two-stage process comprising of an expansion stage, followed
by a contraction stage. By parameterizing the learning stack,
we exploit it to generate a large, diverse set of learned models.
After expansion, contraction is performed. Contraction is
essentially a search to find a subset of the produced models
which when voted in an ensemble maximize performance over
individual models. Collectively, the framework is intended to
alleviate sparsity in the feature representation space, provide
more accurate sentiment polarity classification performance,
and balanced recall rates across positive, negative, and neutral
polarity classes. Details regarding BPEF are as follows.
A. Expansion: Bootstrap Parametric Ensemble Framework
As shown in Fig. 4, Expansion is performed at the three
described components: data sets, features, and models. At each
component we introduce category parameters which when
changed produce newer models. We describe these parameters
which are the backbone of our framework. In the framework,
models produced as the result of choosing parameters are
named parametric models.
1) Dataset parameters
In addition to the target data set (i.e., the data set of
interest), we make use of multiple additional datasets. We
produce a category of parameters by mixing different datasets
with the target dataset. By choosing a specific combination of
datasets to utilize as training data, new data matrices are
generated upon which additional models can be applied. For
example, if the target dataset is TacoBell, we can mix debate
tweets or TechFirms tweets with it to produce different sets of
training instances and hence different models.
Datasets are chosen from a similar field e.g. both
TechFirms and TacoBell tweets belong to consumer products
and their organizations. Hence in such scenarios dataset
combinations expand the number of patterns used to express
sentiments by including instances from different sub-domains
within the same domain. The models trained on a mixture of

instances from multiple subdomains are intended to learn
general or subdomain independent sentiment patterns.
2) Feature parameters
We employ multiple diverse feature types as a parameter
category. Both basic feature types and more generalizing
feature variations applied on top of feature types are used as
our feature category parameters. The latter are included to
create features that are less sparse. We further use feature
variations to extend our set of feature categories.
Feature Types consist of unigrams and bigrams of simple
words, POS (Parts-of-Speech), POS and Word combined, new
SWNt features and Semantic features. Semantic features are
Synset tags derived using WordNet [5]. SWNt features or
Semantic SentiWordNet features are inspired from the need to
represent subjective words used scarcely in tweets. As
previously noted, many strong subjective words are often
dropped during the feature selection phase due to cutoff
frequency thresholds. We replaced words with their sentiment
polarity labels derived using SentiWordNet 3.0 [3], a lexical
resource consisting of polarity scores for various word senses.
In SWNt features we represent words belonging to
SentiWordNet by ‘POS-X’, ‘NEG-X’ and ‘NEU-X’ labels
representing positive, negative or neutral sentiment
respectively. ‘X’ in the label is a positive integer proportional
to the strength of the scaled sentiment according to the score
derived by aggregating polarity scores across word-senses [4].
On top of these four basic feature groups, we apply feature
summarizing techniques like Legomena (i.e., replacing once
occurring words with a tag) and Named Entity Recognition to
alleviate scarcity in the training matrix and further generalize
patterns between different dataset combinations. The specific
feature types and feature variations, along with examples, are
described in Table I.
3) Classifier parameters
In the 3rd and final component of the learning stack we use
multiple classification algorithms. These include machine
learning algorithms commonly used in prior text and
sentiment classification studies [2][4]. Classifier ensembles
have been shown to work well in prior social media affect
analysis studies [20].
4) Parametric models
As a result of the parametric combinations, we get a
number of models equal to the product of the number of
datasets, feature sets, and classifiers. In Fig. 4, each path from
datasets, thru feature sets, to classification algorithms
represents a unique model. In later sections we see that BPEF
gives rise to diverse models that provide more accurate and
balanced sentiment classification performance.

Fig. 4. Bootstrap Parametric Ensemble Framework; Square Diagrams Are Operations Or Algorithms, Circular Diagrams Are Data Objects
such as Data-matrices or Text, Square With Round Corners Are Model Predictions
TABLE I.
Feature Parameter Types, Names, and Examples
Parameter
Parameter Name
Example
Type
Word

Feature
Types

SWNt

POS+POS_Word

Semantic
Word Legomena
Feature
Variations

Named Entity
Recognition
(NER) Word
Legomena +
NER Word

New telus calling rates are awesome!
@ammarhassan
POS-1 telus calling rates are POS-6!
@ammarhassan
NNP NN VBG NNS VBP VBN NN
NNP_New NN_telus VGB_calling
NNS_rates VBP_are VBN_awesome
NN_@ammarhassan
New telus SYN389 rates are
awesome! @ammarhassan
New telus calling rates are awesome!
HAPAX
New ORGANIZATION calling rates
are awesome! @ammarhassan
New ORGANIZATION calling rates
are awesome! Hapax

5) Bootstrap models
As mentioned in previous sections, one of the challenges
in Twitter sentiment analysis is the unbalanced distribution of
annotated data. Classification algorithms typically learn this

bias in the data and show high performance for the majority
class. Hence, to avoid this and to get models with balanced
performance on all classes, we use bootstrap samples for each
parametric model. In the framework, these models are referred
to as bootstrap models. For each bootstrap model, the quantity
of instances per class is equal to the number associated with
the minority class. Each parametric model is an ensemble of
bootstrap models.
B. Contraction: Step-wise Iterative Model Selection (SIMS)
In the expansion process, a large number of models are
generated, each with different category parameters. In the
contraction process, a subset of the generated models is used
to provide enhanced performance removing redundant and less
useful models. This selected subset would represent the voting
ensemble of models used to classify test instances. Given that
there are 2p possible combinations of p parametric models,
exhaustive search strategies are infeasible. Accordingly, we
propose a step-wise iterative model selection (SIMS) approach
for searching the model space to select the final subset of
parametric models utilized.
1) Stepwise Iterative Model Selection (SIMS)
SIMS is a 2 step hierarchal application of iterative model
selection (IMS), a base routine. The SIMS pseudo-code is

presented in Fig. 5. First, for each parametric model, we apply
IMS on the underlying bootstrap models. Each such model is a
combination of three binary classifiers: Neu-Pos, Neu-Neg,
Pos-Neg. IMS is used to select a subset of the binary
classifiers associated with the n bootstrap models resulting in a
solution for each parametric model comprising a subset of its
3n underlying models. This results in a final prediction set for
each parametric model. Next, IMS is applied directly on the
set of parametric models. IMS adopts a greedy search
perspective, where we search for a subset of models such that
a chosen criterion, when evaluated on selected subset, is
maximized. More specifically, IMS chooses a model which
when combined with the selected subset of models gives the
highest performance. For a given solution, performance is
measured according to overall accuracy, or product of recalls.

Iterative Model Selection
Pseudo-code
modelsSelected = []
parametricModels = [model1, model2, … model896]
Input: Models, modelsSelected
1. maxaccuracy = 0
2. Repeat until Models is empty:
3.
x=argmaxX∈Models(accuracy(X+ modelsSelected))
4.
accX = accuracy(x + modelsSelected)
5.
If accX > maxaccuracy:
6.
maxaccuracy = accX
7.
modelsSelected = modelsSelected + x
8.
Models.pop(x)
9. return modelsSelected

--------------------------------------------------------Stepwise Iterative Model Selection
Pseudo-code
1. combPerf = []
2. BinComb = 3 tuple combinations of binary models
3. For B1, B2, B3 in BinComb
4.
B1Models = IMS(B1, [ ])
5.
B21Models = IMS(B2, B1Models)
6.
B321Models = IMS(B3, B21Models)
7.
combPerf.append(B321)
8. chosenComb = argmaxX∈combPerf(Accuracy(X))
9. IMS(chosenComb, [])

Fig. 5. Stepwise Iterative Model Selection

IV.

EXPERIMENTS

We analyzed our presented framework using the
aforementioned Telco, Tech, and Pharma tweets as the target
datasets. Two additional datasets were used as part of the
dataset parameter in BPEF: TacoBell and Paint-related tweets.
As previously alluded to, each bootstrap model is run on a
balanced training dataset. In our experiments, the number of
bootstrap samples was set to 100. Parametric models where
the training matrix spanned multiple datasets consisted of
independent balanced samples from each dataset.
The SWNt features were derived using SentiWordNet [3].
Named Entity Recognition used a pre-trained Stanford NER
classifier [12]. POS tags are extracted using the NLTK [15]

POS tagger. For the POS category, we included both POS and
POS_Word features. Seven different classification algorithms
were utilized. These were RBF Neural Network, Random
Tree, REP Tree, Naïve Bayes, Bayes Net, Logistic Regression
and SVM. All classification algorithms except for SVM were
run using WEKA [13]. For SVM, we used SVMperf [14] with a
linear kernel. In total, there were 896 parametric models (i.e.,
developed by combining dataset, feature, and classifier
parameters). Furthermore, each bootstrap model was a oneagainst-one meta-classifier comprised of three binary
classifiers; neutral vs. positive, neutral vs. negative and
positive vs. negative. Feature selection was performed at the
binary level using the Information Gain heuristic to rank
features. Only features appearing at least three times in the
training data were included in the ranking. The experiment
results appear in the following section.
V.

RESULTS

A. Comparison of BPEF to Other Tools
We compared BPEF against the comparison tools mentioned
in Fig. 1. The evaluated tools were FRN [4], Sentiment140
[10], SentiStrength [2], a Popular tool (their terms of use
prevented us from citing them), Lymbix, ViralHeat and
LightSide [26]. The evaluation metrics utilized were recall
product (i.e., the product of positive/negative/neutral recall),
class-level recall, and overall accuracy. The experiment results
are presented in Table II. From the table, it is evident that
BPEF outperformed the comparison methods with respect to
recall product and macro recall by a wide margin. BPEF
attained 16% to 20% higher product recall than benchmark
comparison tool LightSide (an 80%+ relative performance
gain). It is also worth noting that the performance of BPEF
was balanced across all the classes. With respect to the
subjective classes, it attained the highest negative recall on
two data sets and the highest or second highest positive recall
on two of three data sets. Here we see that using bootstrapping
provided stable performance across the classes. Furthermore,
by developing parametric models using diverse dataset
parameters and feature set parameters, the contraction stage of
BPEF involving SIMS was able to boost performance by
selecting diverse, complimentary models. This point is
empirically demonstrated in one of the ensuing sub-sections.
B. Ablation and Parameter Testing
Ablation analysis was performed to evaluate the additive
contribution of the three component parameters used in BPEF.
In each case, we removed one of the parameters and ran SIMS
on the remaining parametric models to compare its
performance to the performance of SIMS applied on all
parametric models. This exclusion resulted in a subset of
models without the considered parameter. For example, to test
the dataset parameter, we excluded the extended dataset
parameters where other datasets were mixed with the target
dataset. Similarly, to test the feature parameter, we held out
one feature category at a time. The classifier parameter was
tested by excluding certain classifiers (e.g., SVM, Naïve
Bayes). The results are presented in Table III.

TABLE II.
Tool

Rec
Prod.

BPEF Sentiment Polarity Classification Performance Versus Comparison Tools on Three Twitter Data Sets
Telco Tweets
Tech Tweets
Pharma Tweets
%
Acc.

% Class-level Recall
Neu

%
Acc.

Neg

Pos

Neu

Rec
Prod.

%
Acc.

% Class-level Recall

Pos

Rec
Prod.

% Class-level Recall

Neg

Neg

Pos

Neu
69.7

BPEF

0.357

71.7

80.3

63.3

70.2

0.421

76.3

78.6

69.3

77.3

0.271

67.8

61.3

63.4

FRN

0.116

72.3

40.0

33.1

88.0

0.134

71.0

58.0

55.0

42.0

0.083

72.6

25.4

37.6

87.2

LightSide

0.191

71.0

50.7

47.8

78.7

0.199

77.0

54.0

41.0

90.0

0.104

70.7

28.1

44.9

82.6

Lymbix

0.158

65.3

47.2

45.6

73.4

0.121

63.5

31.8

51.5

74.0

0.142

52.0

64.0

42.4

52.3

Popular Tool

0.175

44.9

71.8

74.7

32.6

0.135

43.4

55.3

71.7

34.0

0.080

19.9

79.7

65.8

15.3

Sentiment140

0.085

69.5

28.4

35.2

85.0

0.113

65.5

36.2

40.0

78.5

0.181

62.1

62.6

44.0

65.8

SentiStrength

0.150

67.2

52.6

36.6

78.1

0.174

59.1

45.3

62.0

61.9

0.124

38.8

90.5

47.0

29.3

ViralHeat

0.113

40.3

62.2

55.2

33.0

0.043

33.7

34.0

38.6

32.5

0.046

30.8

54.7

31.0

27.3

From Table III, we see a decrease in performance, albeit
marginally, for the subset settings where one parameter is held
out. For instance, when removing a feature base parameter,
there was a decrease in performance. The classifier parameter
seemed to have the greatest impact. Overall, the results
underscore the usefulness of all three parameter components
of BPEF: exclusion of any one results in performance
degradation. As a baseline, we also included the best single
parametric model to illustrate the performance gains attained
by BPEF over these parametric models. The results, a 3%+
gain in accuracy (across data sets), epitomizes the notion that
when ensembles incorporate diverse sets of classifiers
effectively, the sum is indeed greater than the parts.
TABLE III.
Ablation Setting
SIMS
Data Parameter

Feature
Parameter

Classifier
Parameter
No Ensemble

Ablation Analysis for BPEF Parameters
% Accuracy
Parameter
Telco Tech Pharma

The results lend credence to the notion that by employing a
two stage hierarchical search process, SIMS is able to more
effectively identify the subset of models resulting in enhanced
performance. The enhanced performance of SIMS was largely
attributable to its ability to identify a small, diverse set of
models capable of improving performance when combined as
an ensemble. This point is illustrated in Fig. 6. Each of the
three graphs shows a correlation network between parametric
models on the Telco data set, with red labeled models
representing the ones chosen by SIMS. Correlation in this case
was measured as the percentage of test instances for which the
two parametric models had the same predictions. In Fig. 6, the
graphs were produced as follows. A correlation matrix was
converted to a graph and edges below a fixed correlation were
removed. In this case we used a threshold of 85%. The three
networks presented in Fig. 6 are SIMS applied on all
parametric models generated in BPEF (left), SIMS on
Semantic parameter models only (middle), which forms a
condense network due to highly correlated models, and SIMS
on just the Word parameter (right), which has a rather sparse
correlation network.

All

71.7

76.3

67.8

No Secondary Datasets

71.6

76.2

67.1

No Word

71.3

75.7

67.0

No SWNt

71.5

75.8

67.2

No POS

71.6

76.2

67.8

No Semantic

71.4

76.0

67.5

Method

No SVM

70.8

74.8

66.7

No NaiveBayes

70.0

69.5

64.9

SIMS
GA
SIMS
GA

No SVM, NaiveBayes

70.5

74.6

67.5

Best single classifier

67.2

71.8

64.5

C. Comparison of SIMS against Genetic Algorithm
In order to evaluate the additive performance benefit
attributable to the SIMS component of BPEF, we compared
SIMS against a popular search heuristic: Genetic Algorithm
(GA) [31]. Similar to SIMS, as input, GA was given the 896
parametric models with the objective of optimizing recall
product or accuracy. The GA’s crossover and mutation
parameters were tuned and the best performing settings’
results were reported. The results are presented in Table IV.
When using recall product as the criterion, SIMS attained
results that were nearly 10% to 20% better, relative to GA.
Similarly, when using accuracy as the criterion, SIMS
outperformed GA by a comparable margin on two data sets.

TABLE IV.
SIMS versus GA
Telco
Tech
Criteria
Rec.
%
Rec.
%
Prod.
Acc. Prod. Acc.
Acc.
0.331
71.7 0.421 76.3
Acc.
0.299
68.1 0.385 73.9
Prod.
0.357
69.7 0.428 74.0
Prod.
0.325
68.6 0.391 72.7

Pharma
Rec.
%
Prod. Acc.
0.243 68.1
0.244 64.1
0.302 65.5
0.250 62.6

In the iterations of SIMS, correlation between models and
model performances played an intricate part in driving the
search process. SIMS chose diverse models which meant it
preferred models with lower correlation, as evidenced by the
figure. In all three graphs, most of the models selected by
SIMS had lower correlation (as depicted by the wide spatial
separation between models in all three networks). Another
interesting aspect of Fig. 6 is the fact that SIMS utilized a very
small set of selected models. The GA solutions encompassed
60 to 480 parametric models, out of the 896 total models in the
solution space. In contrast, SIMS selected less than 30 models
for both criteria for all three data sets. The results suggest that
future work focused on refining the search heuristic may yield
further benefit.

Fig. 6. Left network is SIMS run on all models, Middle shows chosen models of SIMS on Word, and Right are chosen models with Semantic parameter

The figure shows that BPEF was able to better detect
sentiment trends, particular for events with extreme sentiment
polarity. For instance, when Telus jokingly called its
customers deadbeats on its website, the incident went viral
with strong negative sentiment. This phenomenon was better
reflected in the BPEF time series. Similarly, sentiments
regarding a poorly received TV commercial that was
considered by many as a bad imitation of an Old Spice
advertisement, and a limitation on data plans for mobile
devices, were both better captured by BPEF. BPEF was
equally effective at identifying the positive events, such as the
introduction of a data plan for iPad, removal of roaming fees,
and the Earth Day celebration.
Overall, BPEF showed sharp curves around such extreme
sentiment polarity events while other tools’ time series were
less responsive and mostly stayed positive. This can be
attributed to the higher recall rates attained by BPEF for
subjective classes. The results shown in Fig. 7 demonstrate
how the balanced, accurate performance of BPEF resulted in
more effective representation of social media sentiments
pertaining to important events.

Sentiment Index

D. Using BPEF to Develop Tweet Sentiment Time Series
The results presented in sub-sections A, B, and C collectively
demonstrate the enhanced performance of BPEF over
comparison tools, underlying ablation settings, and the
effectiveness of the SIMS component versus a GA for
identifying an effective subset of the models. In order to
demonstrate the usefulness of these performance gains in an
application setting, using BPEF, we constructed a sentiment
time series on 150,000+ tweets pertaining to the Canadian
telecommunications company Telus. Each tweet’s sentiment
was classified as positive, negative, or neutral using BPEF,
which was trained on the 5,000 tweet labeled test bed used in
the experiments presented in sub-sections A-C. The time
series, which is depicted in Fig. 7, shows average monthly
sentiment polarity (aggregated across all tweets occurring that
month) for the time period ranging from January 2010 to
November 2012. The series displayed in the figure are BPEF
as well as some of the best-performing comparison tools in
terms of accuracy: LightSide, FRN, and Senitment140. Some
significant events and observed sentiment trends that
transpired during that timeframe were also annotated on the
timeline. The x-axis depicts the month while the y-axis shows
the sentiment index ranging from -1 (extreme negative) to 1
(extreme positive).

Fig. 7. Monthly Time Series of Twitter Sentiment for Telecommunications Company Telus, Annotated with Relevant Events

VI.

CONCLUSION

In this study, we proposed and evaluated a robust
ensemble framework capable of effectively classifying Twitter
sentiments. BPEF uses a two-stage process of expansion and
contraction to produce useful and diverse models. Experiment
results revealed that BPEF was able to attain higher product
recall and average recall across classes as compared to various
comparison methods evaluated. Ablation analysis revealed
that the performance gains were attributable to all three
parameter components of BPEF: dataset parameters, feature
set parameters, and classifier parameters. Further analysis
showed that the SIMS component of BPEF was able to extract
models which give higher performance than a benchmark
search heuristic. In particular, SIMS was able to select a small
subset of diverse, highly complementary models. As a result,
BPEF produced more accurate and balanced representations of
sentiment polarity indexes in social media. Given the
extensible nature of BPEF, future work can expound upon it
by extending the expansion parameter values (data sets,
feature sets, and classifiers) and by improving on the search
method used for contraction. Given the importance of Twitter
as one of the premier social media platforms, the results of this
work have important implications for social media analytics
and social intelligence.
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